Harley evo bobber

Make Other Makes. Model Bobber. Built by Voodoo Choppers. Would prefer not to ship. Can
deliver for up to miles or further if we make other arrangements. Feel free to ask any questions.
Have clear title in hand. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Up for sale is a custom built Harley
Bobber on a Paughco frame. This is my own personal ongoing project bike which is now done.
It has a new Harley Davidson front- end. Low ml's on a rebuilt shovel head motor and a rebuilt
ratchet top 4-speed. The clutch that was used has a ring gear. You can add electric start kit very
easily and not costly. A lot of unique parts on this bike. This is a very cool unique bike. The bike
is kick start only. I have a clear Harley Davidson Florida title. This is a very cool bike and
attracts attention wherever I ride It. Very dependable bike. Call Or e-mail Tony My Harley
Davidson Custom Bobber. Selling due to a back surgery that is upcoming and my spine would
like something more comfortable. It is a 96 HD Sporty, customized. Has cc motorRigid tailPro 1
Tree, with 7 degree rake19" barsCustom mounted oil tank in the frontOil Cooler19" front wheel
miles on engineBike is not painted it has been completely powder coated, frame and tins. The
VIN will come back to an cc but it does have jugs, and once ridden easy to tell its a cc. I don't
have the documentation to prove its a , other than just ride the bike. Other than that the bike
rides great, looks great, and gets on down the road. Just need something that my back likes
better. Trades will be close to value, I won't pay more than my bikes perceived value, but I will
go down on trade value, if the bike is what I am looking for, and of course your bike has to run,
with little to no work involved. Any other questions or if you would like more pics tell me the
pics you want me to take , I may post a video of it running if I get the time,, and message me
thru here and I will send you a link if I get it done. If your somewhat close to me I can deliver the
bike for a few hundred bucks, depending on how far i am going,, would go up or down. Lastly,
Some of the pictures are during stages of me putting the touches on the bike,, the main image is
how the bike looks now. Some to the pictures my not have the Oil tank in the front, or the 19"
bars. But the bike has them now, as you see it in the main image. This bike is my baby but it's
time to move on and get another toy. Ds Neon green boogey lights all around bike Forward
controls Excel components mirror Wheels:front 21" DNA rear 16" fat DNA Jay brakes Probably
missing something, bike runs and drives great, low miles, but this thing is a rider, you wont go
anywhere without getting stares and comments. There was no expensive saved during this
build. I have changed a few things after the build to make it more my style there is a lot of
different things you can do to this bobber. This bike has been featured in many magazines and
was on the cover of Wheels of Grace Magazine. Feel free to ask me any questions. Complete
custom all the way down from a stretched frame to the gold rocker boxes. Fresh rebuilt shovel
head engine w only miles. Really strong compression, kickstart only with kicks even if its been
sitting. This bike is bullet proof as far as dependability it will not let you down. Also new custom
H handlebars, new custom seat to ride solo or dual. Titled clear as a Harley Shovel head. This
bike was a complete custom build by Asphalt Customs in San Francisco and I don't have all the
specs on the build. Its a rideable show bike that won't leave you stranded. The paint job has to
be seen in person to truly appreciate. Bike is fresh, primed and ready to roll, needs nothing at
all except for gasoline. This is the perfect bike for someone that wants a 70's style show bike
bobber. Buyer is responsible to arrange and pay for all shipping fees. Make Harley-Davidson. A
lot of parts came from old motorcycles, some parts even came from newer bikes. A nice Custom
one-off Exhaust expels all the fumes down and away from you. This bike is all kinds of parts
combined to make quite a unique bobber! Charging system tests out great at The brakes stop
the bike in a hurry and have good life left as well. You will find only a left side mirror, and no
turn signals on this classic Harley. Brake lights work on the rear brake only, and there are no
turn signals as it fits the year of the bike. They are competitively priced, and your bike won't
even be started by them. If you have any questions please contact the shippers or us directly.
Warranty InformationThis vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed
written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. You can reach us by calling or through email at sales lowcountrycustoms. We are open
Monday through Friday 10am until 6pm. Odometer Readings Due to demo test drives and
mechanical inspections, the mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly different than
the mileage stated when the vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidding Your bid constitutes a

legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously
interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's "User Agreement".
Bidder's Age You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. If you place a bid before the last hour
period of the auction, you may retract the bid before the last hour period only for exceptional
circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the
auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction, you will be allowed to
retract the bid for exceptional circumstances only if you do so within one hour after placing the
bid. Notice to Bidders We reserve the right to cancel all bids and end the auction early should
the vehicle no longer be available for sale. We will end auctions early should a vehicle be sold at
the dealership. Financing For help in arranging financing or for any questions regarding
financing options, please contact us prior to bidding. Not being able to arrange financing does
not constitute a valid reason for deposit refund. So, be sure financing is in order or approved
before placing a deposit on any car. You can fill out an online credit Ap by going to our website
Buyer's Inspection We do our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for
auction. We welcome a Buyer's Inspection. If you plan to have a Buyer's Inspection, please
make sure you have the vehicle inspected prior to the end of the auction. Inspection fees, if any,
are the "Buyer's" sole responsibility. Warranty Unless stated otherwise, this vehicle is being
sold "as is". No representations or warranties are made by the "Seller", nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by "Bidders" in making bids. All funding and
paperwork must be received as soon as possible and within no more than 3 days of auction
close or we reserve the right to re-list or sell to any other qualified buyer. Balance of purchase
is due to the seller within 3 days of end of auction. Taxes and Fees "Buyer" is responsible not
only for knowing their own states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also remitting the proper
taxes, fees, and documents for their state. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for the
vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information Vehicle titles may be held by banks or
lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments of up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles
in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive.
Finalizing Your Purchase Winning bidder MUST communicate with us by e-mail or phone within
24 hours of the end of the auction to make arrangements to complete the transaction. If we
cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 2 business days, we
reserve the right to re-list this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Before the vehicle is
released for shipment to the "Buyer", all sale-related and title-related paperwork must be signed
and returned completed to the "Seller". Shipping and Delivery All shipping charges are the
"Buyer's" responsibility. We will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in
any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements provided by us are
strictly a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication
regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the "Carrier" and not with us. The
amount of time it takes for delivery depends upon the "Carrier" selected. A typical experience is
days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your
destination. Verify with the "Carrier" for an Estimated Time of Arrival to be sure. General
Disclaimer Low Country Customs reserves the right to obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction, cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end
the auction early if necessary. These vehicles are USED vehicles and are not new. Please expect
a certain amount of wear, use, and flaws, as is standard on ANY used car. All used cars
including this one may have dings, nicks, chips, scratches and any other marks that are
associated with use consistent with age and mileage of the vehicle. Obviously, a car that is 10
years old will show more wear and have more flaws than one that is 2 years old. Despite this we
at Low Country Customs pride ourselves on attempting to find the highest quality vehicles
available. We are always open to third party inspections on all our vehicles and would be happy
to arrange for one at the customers expense. Since these vehicles are used, please remember
that books, extra keys, remote entry keys, CD cartridges, etc The information, products, and
services published on this web site may include inaccuracies or typographical errors. All such
information is provided "AS-IS" without warranty of any kind. The above limitation may not
apply to you. Rare and Original Knuckle head fully and completely rebuilt with exempted miles.
Since then it's in a storage and has never been driven. This beauty has a clean and original title.
Almost all the other parts are brand new, manufactured and customized by Sucker Punch Sally.
Year: Displacement: 61 cu. For more information please contact me any time. Buyer is
responsible for shipping and handling. Serious Inquiries only. Mallory auto advance distributor,
the frame is an original Drop seat pan frame, -4 under wide glide with 21" star hub and drum
brake, juice drum in the rear. Has a jockey top trans with hand shifter, police rocker style foot

clutch, Primo Rivera Pro Clutch, 4 Spd with rebuilt andrews gears, custom stainless pipes. Bike
runs great, starts up in one kick, have about miles on the motor since rebuild. Needs nothing,
AZ Spcon blue tag clean title. Make Triumph. Model Tiger. Hardtail, bolt-on frame. Very raw, bare
bones, no guages, no turn signals, a little bit of surface rust here and there, but runs like a
champ. Kick-start only - first or second kick all the time. Points replaced with electric ignition.
Clean transferable title and NY Inspection sticker until May Looking for something a little more
practical. Thanks for looking. Make Victory. Model High Ball. Black and white in color, with only
3, pampered miles, and all stock with a few minor cosmetic upgrades. Very comfortable cruiser
for around town or on long distance rides. Clean Florida title in hand, with minor accident
history in Texas. TX salvage brand it was sold at a salvage auction, and this is what shows up
on carfax. I have pics of the bike with the minor damage for anyone who wants to see them. You
will not find a better deal for a Victory anywhere else. Call me with any questions you may have,
or to see the bike in person before you bid. My name is Todd, and my cell is The Victory
High-Ball is a bobber-spirited, high-performance cruiser for the masses. The Victory High-Ball
keeps up the family tradition with its stylish, aggressive body design. Built on the same
platform as the popular Victory Vegas, this cruising bike still manages to have plenty of unique
features. The shorty front fender gives it a distinctive appearance as does the old school
white-walled tires. The front tire especially is rather large and adds to the overall aggressive
look of the High-Ball in addition to providing outstanding grip on the asphalt. Both wheels
feature stainless steel spokes and black hubs and rims. Rake: This is a custom bobber that was
just completed last year. It is bad ass!! Its is a ridged frame with lots of custom work. A very low
mileage buell m2 motor was put in. It runs and rides great and is a blast to ride. I'm looking to
start my new project bike. Clean and clear buell title. Super cheap insurance rates on this bike
also because of the title. Thunder heart ignition. Push button starter on the started no key.
Fairly new battery , late model Dyna Glide alternator and regulator. New Knobby Tires. Just rode
it around Saturday. This is a great bike! Looks like it just fell off the pages of the old Street
Chopper or Dice magazine! Titled as a Harley-Davidson Lowrider title 's match case numbers.
You can't go anywhere without 5 to 10 people circling this bike when you roll up. It is a total
attention whore! Priced fair and where I would like to be at with it. Be realistic! Unrealistic offers
will be immediately deleted. Lots of fun to ride! Had my fun. Just ready to get back into old
muscle cars again and have my heart set on a certain car I "have to have". That's about it. No
warranty expressed or implied obviously BUT if you are in the area you are welcome and
encouraged to come and physically inspect the bike anytime you like. I'm happy to do that
anytime. Trying to cover every square inch of a large, antique bike can be difficult so bare with
me. Nothing to hide here. Shipping: Check with Keyboard Motorcycle Shipping first for
domestic shipping. I really enjoy working with them. Also check haulbikes too. Great people!
However shipping costs are buyers responsibility. Payson, AZ. Lawrenceville, GA. Bayfield, CO.
Davis, CA. Mill Valley, CA. Lyles, TN. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Harley Bobber. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine
- Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Year Make Triumph Model Tiger.
Category - Engine 90 Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Bobbers are among the most popular oldschool
conversions of Harley-Davidson models. Models such as the Cross Bones or Forty-Eight
already have very good facilities, but even here, targeted custom measures can significantly
improve the look. Traditionally, bobbers roll on small spoke wheels with a large tyre
cross-section, have a swinging saddle and are reduced to the bare essentials. The design is
sporty, noble and vintage at the same time: dark green lacquer with golden and red pinstripes in
[ The Forty Eight conversion Starmind seems, after an intensive Thunderbike cure, as a casual
bobber at the [ The Softail Heritage is already a very popular motorcycle and is often used for
cool conversions. The classic [ This bike with its rough studded tires not only invites you to ride
off the road, it is also a real [ Just one year after the Cross Bob for Custom Chrome Europe, our
successor is launched on the road in the same [ This Harley-Davidson Slim conversion takes
the name of a famous Irish cloverleaf! Click here to go to the [ Harmony is a noun that describes
in its meaning an agreement in feeling, sound, appearance and smell - also [ Inspired by our [ A
modern bike in oldschool look! The Cross Bob is the eighth project bike of our conversion line
for Custom Chrome Europe and celebrates its [ This bike project combines the flair of the good
old days with the latest technology. Were our "Flying Pan" [ The Flying Shovel was built for a
good customer who already owns some bikes from us. His wish - a true [ The already classic
Forty-Eight has been transformed by us into a Sportster old school bobber, which is [ An
upright seat and super comfortable cruising. This Softail base promises and holds the luxurious
driving [ The Softail called "Naked Slim" has nothing to do with the original anymore. At request
of the customer, we [ Stay up to date with the Thunderbike newsletter. The subscription can be

terminated at any time by unsubscribing in our newsletter. We refuse to disclose your data to
third parties. You will receive an e-mail confirmation after the subscription. So we make sure
that no unauthorized person can register you in our newsletter. To Thunderbike Onlineshop.
Home Custombikes Bobber. Sign In. Color Options. Starts At. Loads of torque for blasting off
from stoplights, hitting entrance ramps and rolling on the passing power. Pure sound with a
soul-satisfying rumble. High Performance Rear Mono Shock. Easily adjustable mono-shock rear
suspension allows for dynamic cornering while preserving the hardtail look. Stylish New
Colorways. Available in four unique paint schemes, with the classic "Number One" graphic on
the fuel tank. Take it for a spin. Schedule a Test Ride. Recently viewed bikes. Not all applicants
will qualify. This 7. In this example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing
fees and any other fees or charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to the simple
interest method. Not valid in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions, and
limitations may apply. Dealer participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or
cancellation at any time. Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email. Customer
Support. Motorcycle Services. About Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a
sample motorcycle from the corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal
laboratory conditions. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy
and mileage may vary among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary
depending on your personal riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and
vehicle configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color
are available at additional cost. Prices exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination
charges, added accessories, and additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change.
Harley-Davidson reimburses dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery
inspection and setup tasks. Dealer prices may vary. North America security system includes
immobilizer; outside North America the security system includes immobilizer and siren.
Purchaser who purchases an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to
trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new,
unregistered, model year , , or Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or
Special 3. Offer is limited to one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers
must redeem the offer at the same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase
originated. Certain exceptions apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See
participating H-D dealer for details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for
trade-in on a new, unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same
model. Offer is limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the
difference between the trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the
Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working
order. Tires, suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and
are subject to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect
or abuse. The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the
trade-in is in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for
all costs of operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may
not be combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission
of Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. Prices
and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the right
without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change specifications
or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability
and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE J and are
based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under specified
conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and equipment
conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer must take
delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for informational

purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are beyond the
control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on your
personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency for
details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience on
the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. This engine which is degree air cooled came into
the market by the year This engine came as a replacement for the Shovelhead engine till the
year Specifically produced for the Harley Davidson Big V-twins bikes this engine was made in
the cc displacement. By the year of , this popular engine was replaced by the Harley Davidson
Twin Cam 88, particularly in the Touring and Dyna model. Following this replacement was that
of the Softail model motorcycles which happened in the year The particular displacement of cc
was made available till the year There was a period when the company of Harley Davidson was
nearing bankruptcy. Many analysts even consider that the engine Evolution was the main
reason for saving the company from the dreadful end. The change in its name might be strategy
followed by the company in order to alter the image which was needed after the buyout from the
AMF in the year In order to reduce a significant amount of weight, the cylinder and the head of
the Harley Davidson EVO Crate Motor were supposedly made from aluminum. This, in theory,
will be weightless in comparison with the cast iron design. Since aluminum is a fine thermal
conductor when compared to cast iron, the air cooling effect was also greatly enhanced.
Amongst all the made changes the aluminum heads along with the cylinders and the rocker
boxes were the only significant part of the Evolution Engine. The embodiment of the Evolution
engine in Big Twin and Sportster is majorly different. The Sportster Evolution stands in the
same line with the other engines when it comes to the one cam per engine overhead value. This
led to the single lobe four individual gear driven camshafts. Due to this design, the cam lobes
are placed behind each other and the pushrods are placed parallel to the cylinder arranged in
the set of pairs. In the last made limited edition the top part was considerably altered, but the
main case saw only slight changes when in comparison with the Shovelhead engine. Since the
Big Twin engine has its vertical plane of the cylinder rockets become directly perpendicular to
the vertical plane of the cam lobes, there is a change in the appearance for these engines.
Placed right above the crankshaft axis is the gear driven camshaft which a single four lobe one
is used in the cc Evolution. X Shopping Cart 0. Sportster In order to reduce a significant amount
of weight, the cylinder and the head of the Harley Davidson EVO Crate Motor were supposedly
made from aluminum. Leave a comment. Post comment. Recent Posts. Paul Teutul Jr. Loud
Pipes Save Lives Decal. Impressum Datenschutz. This website uses JavaScript to apply
discounts. To be eligible for discounts, please enable JavaScript for your browser. Enter your
discount code here. Discount code not found. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered
or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or
tab. Seller information streetfreak Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Clarkston, Michigan, United States. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Chrome 4. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Boomers Bike Shop streetfreak
Includes what is in photos. Verify fitment - see Pics. If you have any questions please message
me, thanks for looking. Check out other great items in our online store: Boomers Bike Shop!!!!
These are used parts. We do our best to describe the part of any damage and defects. Some
Parts may require cleaning. Please feel free to contact us with any question or concern.

Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States
There are 1 items available. Make Harley-Davidson. Model FXR. Here is a hard to find FXRP
fairing model bike i was going to put it back to OG but have to many projects to finish so it's
ready for you to do it, i rode it about miles rides and runs great it is 30 years old so it has a
couple of small leaks this is a great start to your new build thanks. Make Harley Davidson. Make
Custom Built Motorcycles. Model Bobber. Model Softail. Leather Harley Davidson removable
saddle bags. Have aftermarket driver floorboard footrests, not attached to motorcycle now, will
include with sale, as well as a Harley Davidson trickle battery charger. There is a small dent on
the top left of the gas tank as indicated in one of the photos. I have owned this FXR since , I
have decided to stop riding a motorcycle. An extremely attractive grey factory paint job, tires
have about half tread left. New shocks and a new stator were installed 2 years ago. I will include
repair receipts with sale. I hope to get this bike in the possession of somebody who appreciates
FXR's. Accepting PayPal for payment. Buyer is responsible for picking up and shipment of
motorcycle. Thank you. Feel free to e-mail me for any questions Thank you Model Touring. This
rare chain drive FXRT sport glide is in pretty good condition and has most of its original parts.
Motor frame and trans all match. The fiberglass bags are in good condition was just a few minor
scratches. I don't see any dents on the gas tank or any major scratches or nicks. The fairing has
two small cracks , one by the fairing mount by the speaker, and another above the radio. The
gauge pod on the right is loose and will need attention, looks like the last owner was bumping it
with the handlebars. I put new Polly bushings on the risers and the bars don't bump into it
anymore. I'd say The bike is in pretty good condition for being 30 years oId. I noticed the stock
exhaust pipes were hollowed out and painted black. This is a chain drive evo with a oil bath and
it does not leak. The motor does not leak oil. Runs and drives good. Almost new tires Chrome is
in good shape Custom stretched tanks and heavy metal fenders Starts quick and tools down
road like it should Unless otherwise provided by law, the seller, Moine Cycle Warehouse, Inc.
Huntington Beach, CA. Gloucester, VA. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN. Rock Springs, WY.
Morristown, TN. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Evo. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Harley Davidson Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. There seems to be a problem serving the
request at this time. A distinctive trend in motorbikes is for a very specific type of custom or
cruiser bike, the Bobber. The Harley Davidson Bobber is a motorbike that has been cut down to
its essentials to make a lightweight, stylish bike that's easy to ride and an excellent starter bike
for the custom motorbike enthusiast. The idea of bobbing a Harley, that is removing the front
mudguard or fender and shortening, or bobtailing the rear fender and removing superfluous
parts to reduce the weight, began in the late s and was originally called a bob job. Now known
as Bobbers, these bikes evolved from the cut-down customisation of the Harley Davidson
J-series V-twin. Fancy paint jobs were rejected in favour of matt black, and seats were reduced
to single sized ones. Small wheels with fat tyres were also a feature of these early Harley
Davidson Bobbers. If you're keen on the idea of an off-the-peg Bobber then this is the Sportster
that sticks closest to the definition of a Harley Bobber. The minimalist 48 with its fat tyres and
small peanut tank introduced in , hence the name is based on the bigger cc version of the
smaller V-twin. With more than adequate performance, custom potential, and authenticity, it's
up there with the classics. When buying any bike, particularly a second hand or vintage model,
always get a good look at the merchandise before you buy. Condition is a key factor in the value
of the bike. Gauge how much work it might need to get it on the road. Look at the age of the bike
and try to get a look at the service manual if you can. Checking the bike in person before you
commit to buying is always advisable. If you're looking for an investment, get a bike that you
can regularly get serviced. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by category. More View more
categories Less View less categories. Capacity cc see all. More than cc. Not specified. Model

see all. Sportster Iron. Fat Bob. Dyna Super Glide. Model Year see all. Colour see all. Additional
Information see all. Independent Vehicle Inspection. Metallic Paint. Previously Registered
Overseas. V5 Registration Document Present. Type see all. Bobber Filter Applied. Extra
Features see all. Start Type see all. Drive Type see all. Vehicle Type see all. Condition see all.
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fied Ad. Collection in person. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Hardtail old school chopper
bobber. You may also like. Savings are here! Get what you love for less. The Harley Bobber:
Around since the s The idea of bobbing a Harley, that is removing the front mudguard or fender
and shortening, or bobtailing the rear fender and removing superfluous parts to reduce the
weight, began in the late s and was originally called a bob job. What are the advantages of a
Harley Davidson Bobber? As well as being stylish, the Harley Bobber has a lot of positives
going for it: Fashionable cruiser style, and sleek looks. Affordablilty; they're often less
expensive than a standard cruiser because they have less to them. A clean slate ready to be
customised. Perhaps the definitive Harley Bobber: Harley-Davidson Sportster 48 If you're keen
on the idea of an off-the-peg Bobber then this is the Sportster that sticks closest to the
definition of a Harley Bobber. How should you choose a Harley Davidson Bobber?

